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Directions: 

1. Center and stick the 3 ⅝” x 5 ⅛” piece of Harpers Hue DP to the 3 ¾” x 5 ¼” piece of Ebony CS, using double sided 

adhesive. 

2. Stick the 6” piece of Black Polka Dot ribbon to the matted 3 ⅝” x 5 ⅛” piece of Harpers Hue DP, about 1 ¼” up from 

the bottom, using double sided adhesive.  Wrap the ends of the ribbon around to the back of the CS and stick them 

down, using double sided adhesive. 

3. Wrap the Charcoal baker’s twine around the matted 3 ⅝” x 5 ⅛” piece of Harpers Hue DP four times, positioning it 

just above the polka dot ribbon.  You want to make sure you leave about a 6” tail at the beginning of the twine, 

before wrapping, so that you have enough twine to tie a bow.  Once the twine has been wrapped four times, cut the 

twine using paper snips, leaving a 6” tail.  Tie the two ends into a bow, toward the left hand side of the matted DP. 

4. Fold the 4” x 11” piece of Taffy CS in half, with a bone folder, creating a 4” x 5 ½” card base. 

5. Center and stick the matted DP onto the front of the card, using double sided adhesive. 

6. Stick the “beauty” dimensional sticker to the front of your card, toward the right hand side of the card, over the 

ribbon, using dimensional foam. 

7. Randomly place some black rhinestones on the card, in the bottom right hand corner of the “beauty” dimensional 

sticker as well as around the top right corner of the “beauty” dimensional sticker.  You’re done! 

Floral Beauty 

 
Supplies: 

 Paper: Ebony CS (Bazzill); Taffy CS, Sketchbook Collection (Amy 
Tangerine – American Crafts) 

 Accessories: Tape Runner XL, dimensional foam (thermoweb); 
Sketchbook Value Pack Premium ribbon 24 spools, Sketchbook 
Remarks Dimensional Stickers Doodle (Amy Tangerine – American 
Crafts); Charcoal baker’s twine (The Twinery); paper snips, bone 
folder (Stampin’ Up!); black rhinestones (Kaiser Craft) 

 

Dimensions: 

 Taffy CS: a  4” x 11” piece 

 Ebony CS: a 3 ¾” x 5 ¼” piece  

 Harpers Hue DP: a 3 ⅝” x 5 ⅛” piece 

 Black Polka Dot ribbon: a 6” piece 

 Charcoal baker’s twine: ~50” piece (keeping the twine on the roll while you work) 


